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NEWS FLASH: PASS THE ARTICLE ON TO OTHERS, PLEASE!
SOME COMPANIES “SEEM TO PUT CONSTRUCTION AHEAD OF
REGULATIONS”, INSPECTOR SAYS.
http://www.wisconsinwatch.org/2013/03/03/frac-sand-dnr-violations/

“Never,  never  be  afraid  to  do  what's  right,  especially  if  the  well-being of a person or
animal is at stake. Society's punishments are small compared to the wounds we inflict on
our  soul  when  we  look  the  other  way.” - Martin Luther King, Jr.
*******************************************

Stop the Frack Attack: Song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5oya3Bnwyw&feature=youtu.be
GAS MAN – The Burns Sisters 2013

=> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PSVO0e0ing

************************************
This is the trailer for "The Price of Sand" It is a MUST to view this video! Victoria Trinko and Dr. Crispin
Pierce are highlighted along with other WI folks. This video was shown to MN legislators!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQJG_chiOfs&feature=youtu.be

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS

Chippewa County Groundwater Study
The quantity of surface and groundwater resources is critical to the ongoing quality of life and economic wellbeing of residents and businesses in Chippewa County, Wisconsin. Current economic trends are placing more
intensive demands on the land and natural resource base of the west-central region of Wisconsin. For example,
areas of western Wisconsin are experiencing an increase in the number of acres of cropland that are irrigated.
Residents, local officials, and other concerned citizens recognize these changes and are interested in better
understanding the potential cumulative impacts of changes in groundwater recharge due to landscape changes
associated with mine reclamation and changes in groundwater use (such as expansion of irrigated agriculture,
industrial sand mining, and other high-capacity groundwater withdrawal operatons) on water resources in westcentral Wisconsin. Go to www.co.chippewa.wi.us for more details

PowerPoint Report -

Western Chippewa County Groundwater Study

PowerPoint Report -

Wisconsin Counties Association Training Presentation

A meeting of the stakeholders group was held on Tuesday, Feb. 26 to evaluate the impacts of NMM and
Irrigated Agriculture on groundwater in Western Chippewa Co. Attending were geologists, hydro geologists,
USGS/WGNHS service people, engineers, DNR representation along with others involved in mining operations.
Later there was an open house as well as a presentation by the land conservation officers on groundwater
resources. There is a great deal of concern about reclamation of mines in that there is a lack of previous
experience in this area. The study is one to be followed. Yearly reports will be available to the public. If you
have questions, please contact the Chippewa County Land Conservation and Forestry Department in Chippewa
County for additional information.
HOW ABOUT A LITTLE FUN IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN? TRY COLLECTING SNOW FOR AN
INTERESTING SCIENCE EXPERIMENT:
Try this::::>
In need of water for our steam iron, we collected some CLEAN
undisturbed snow in plastic ice cream pails, melted it in our
house, and filtered it with a coffee filter.
We were surprised after the filter dried at the amount of Bright
Glistening Material that we found on the filter.
We assume that material was SILICA!!! OR SILICA DUST???
(Sand plants are North and South of us - only a few blocks away from each other)
Perhaps something you and others may wish to do while the snow is here and we are curious
to hear about your results!! (send them to sunnyday5@charter.net)
Remember to find CLEAN undisturbed snow. A snowstorm is anticipated this next week!!
HAVE FUN!!!
Earl n Kathy

FROM EAU CLAIRE COUNTY!
While reading the SEC 424b mandatory prospectus of Hi-Crush, a sand mining company, I came across the following on
page 35:
"A shortage of skilled labor together with rising labor costs in the excavation industry may further increase

operating costs, which could adversely affect our results of operations.
Efficient sand excavation using modern techniques and equipment requires skilled laborers, preferably with several years of
experience and proficiency in multiple tasks, including processing of mined minerals. Our mining operations are subcontracted to
Gerke Excavating, Inc., but there is a shortage of skilled mining labor in Wisconsin. "

The prospectus is available at:
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1549848/000119312512358172/d345519d424b4.htm#toc
So, how many jobs will there be for Wisconsinites from Gogebic, given the shortage of skilled mining labor in Wisconsin? And how
many jobs in the sand mines?
Mary Kenosian
416 E Tyler Ave
Eau Claire, WI 54701
mkenosian@att.net
715-831-0051

There is a frac sand panel in Marshfield next Sunday.
Sunday, March 10th, 11:00 am-12:30 pm
First Presbyterian Church
200 South Lincoln Avenue
Marshfield, Wisconsin
http://www.biodiversecity.com/FracSandForum%20poster.pdf
Refreshments and childcare provided
Questions for our panelists may be submitted in advance
Dr. Matthew Keifer, Occupational/Environmental Medicine Specialist
Mr. Ken Schmitt, Chippewa County Cow/Calf Producer
Mr. Lance Pliml, Wood County Chair & Chair of Frac Sand Task Force in Wisconsin
Sponsored by the First Presbyterian Church Green Team

****************************
PROTECTING  THE  ENVIRONMENT  IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS!  A  QUOTE  FROM  THE  EPA:
Protecting  the  environment  is  everyone’s  responsibility.  Help  EPA  fight  pollution  by  reporting  possible  harmful  
environmental  activity.  To  do  so,  visit  EPA’s  website  at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/complaints/index.html
*************************************************************

A COMMENT FROM THE MAN ON THE STREET IN CHIPPEWA COUNTY ON THE TOPIC OF
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE:
The exact quote from the Leader-Telegram is, “Advocates say if the industry is allowed to flourish, it
would  be  a  huge  step  toward  American  energy  independence.” It might be well if citizens groups
and others concerned about protecting the health, safety and welfare of community people ask mining companies
this: Do you promise NOT to export frac sand? In addition the oil and gas companies need to be asked: Will you promise
NOT to export oil or gas until after the US has more than it needs? If  they  can’t  say  yes, then  they  don’t  really  care  about  
the energy independence of the United States !!!

Buffalo County and Mondovi made the news—Frac Sand Forum
http://www.wqow.com/story/20943150/2013/02/02/frac-sand-forum-held-in-mondovi

STATE
At noon on Thursday, March 7, we in Wisconsin will have the rare opportunity to hear James Hansen,
the  nation’s  most  eminent  climate  scientist.   He is the keynote speaker at the Sustainability Summit in
Milwaukee.
James Hansen directs the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies. He has devoted much of his time, beginning in 1980, to speaking
and writing about the eminent danger that runaway climate change poses to human civilization. His presentations combine sound
science with a powerful call to action. Hansen was recently arrested in Washington, DC, along with Bill McKibben and others, while
protesting against the Keystone XL Pipeline.

Dr. Hansen recently wrote:
We stand at a fork in the road. Conventional oil and gas supplies are limited. We can move down the path of
dirtier more carbon-intensive unconventional fossil fuels, digging up the dirtiest tar sands and tar shales,
hydrofracking for gas, continued mountain-top removal and mechanized destructive long-wall coal mining. Or
we can choose the alternative path of clean energies and energy efficiency.
The climate science is crystal clear. We cannot go down the path of the dirty fuels without guaranteeing that the climate system passes
tipping points, leaving our children and grandchildren a situation out of their control, a situation of our making.

The 10th annual Sustainability Summit & Exposition (formerly the Green Energy Summit) features local, regional, national and
internation speakers. It takes place Wednesday, March 6, and Thursday, March 7, at the Delta Center (formerly the Midwest Airlines
Center). PSR Wisconsin will is a conference sponsor and will host an exhibit at the conference.

For a full conference schedule and registration information go to www.sustainabilitysummit.us.
James Hansen Keynote Address
Sustainability Summit & Exposition
12:00 Noon on March 7
Delta Center, 400 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

REGIONAL
While Wisconsin legislators are promoting mines into the state, Minnesota is looking at legislation to thwart off frac sand mining
Read and watch the video:
************************
A Big Step Forward: State Moratorium Added to the Frac Sand Bill (SF 786)!
Next hearing is March 6 in Senate State & Local Government Committee
Get on the bus! The southeast MN express is coming up again. Details HERE.
Sen. Matt Schmit of Redwing successfully amended his frac sand bill, Senate File 786, to include a moratorium. This happened
in the Senate Environment and Energy Policy Committee on Feb. 26. This goes a long way towards making Senate File 786 a bill that
will effectively protect rural Minnesota from the corporate-backed push to strip-mine for frac sand. (Details on the bill below.)
Citizen pressure made the difference. People showed up in large numbers to demand that a moratorium be a part of protecting rural
Minnesota from the corporate interests wanting to push frac sand mining and processing into Minnesota. For the second week in a row,
there was an overflow crowd calling for a moratorium, an in-depth environmental study, and strong state permits to control water and
air pollution.
Pro frac sand mining legislator tells rural Minnesotans to quit complaining and get used to ruined roads, dust and noise.
Calling frac sand mining "agriculture," Sen. Julie Rosen told the hearing room full of rural residents that they should be quiet and
accept being overrun by corporate mining interests. Sen. Rosen said, "This is agriculture. People live on agricultural land. They have
to expect the smells and the dust and the inconveniences and their roads being beat up, because that is what happens."
TAKE ACTION:
1. Contact members of the Senate Local Government Committee. We must make sure every member of the committee hears about
this issue from citizens before the hearing.
Here is a suggested message:  “I  am  calling  about  Senate  File  786  authored  by  Sen.  Schmit,  which  you  will  hear  on  Wed.,  March  6  in  
the State and Local Government Committee. This bill protects rural Minnesota from the outside corporate interests wanting to push
frac sand mining into Minnesota. Frac sand mining has devastated western Wisconsin. Over 100 mines are operating there, causing
ruined roads, polluted air, polluted water and destruction of farmland. Frac sand mining will cripple the local economy of southeast
Minnesota, which is dependent on agriculture and tourism. Just two proposed mines in Winona County, among a dozen proposed in
the area, would generate 1,200 truck trips a day on rural roads. Much of the profits from frac sand mining will leave the community
and go to the outside investors bankrolling the frac sand industry. Regulating this large and new industry has been primarily left to
local governments, but they need assistance from the state. Please support the essential elements of Senate File 786, which are a state
moratorium, an in-depth  generic  environmental  impact  statement  and  establishment  of  state  permitting  standards.”
Seeing is believing. Before you call, watch this short video of how frac sand mining has destroyed rural Wisconsin communities:
Woman Describes Life "Trapped" in Frac Sand Mining District ***A MUST TO VIEW!
Members of the Senate State & Local Government Committee:



Sen. Sandy Pappas (DFL), 651-296-1802 or use this mail form.



Sen. Melissa Wiklund (DFL), 651-297-8061 or sen.melissa.wiklund@senate.mn.



Sen. Patricia Torres Ray (DFL), 651-296-4274 or use this mail form.



Sen. Dan Hall (R), 651-296-5975 or sen.dan.hall@senate.mn.



Sen. Alice Johnson (DFL), 651-296-2556 or use this mail form.



Sen. Chris Eaton (DFL), 651-296-8869 or use this mail form.



Sen. Bruce Anderson (R), 651-296-5981 or sen.bruce.anderson@senate.mn.



Sen. Karin Housley (R), 651-296-4351 or sen.karin.housley@senate.mn.



Sen. Branden Petersen (R), 651-296-3733 or sen.branden.petersen@senate.mn.



Sen. Jeff Hayden (DFL), 651-296-4261 or sen.jeff.hayden@senate.mn.



Sen. Bev Scalze (DFL), 651-296-5537 or sen.bev.scalze@senate.mn.



Sen. Kevin Dahle (DFL), Bill Co-Author, 651-296-1279 or sen.kevin.dahle@senate.mn.



Sen. Dave Thompson (R), 651-296-5252 or sen.dave.thompson@senate.mn.

2. Call your Senator and urge them to sign on as a co-author of Senate File 786. We need to show growing support for the bill.
You  can  find  your  Senator’s  name  and  contact  information online HERE. Or you can call 651-296-0504 or 888-234-1112.
3. Attend the Senate State and Local Government Committee hearing on Senate File 786 on Wed., March 6 at 3 p.m. in Room
123 of the Capitol. If you plan to attend, please let Bobby King know at 612-722-6377 or bking@landstewardshipproject.org.
Get on the Bus! The crowds of people at the hearings have made the difference and gotten us this far! Let's keep it up. Reserve
your seat by contacting: Amanda Griggs at 507-896-2165 or griggsamanda1@gmail.com. Be sure to leave your full name and phone
number when you RSVP.
Bus Route: Houston - Rushford - Winona - Wabasha - Red Wing - St. Paul


9:10 a.m. leave Houston from Barista's Coffee House



9:25 a.m. in Rushford at Lynndyn-Bridge Restaurant (102 West Jessie St.)



10 a.m. in Winona at JC Penney parking lot (Hwy. 61 and Pelzer St.)



11 a.m. in City of Wabasha at Wabasha overflow parking lot across from Supervalu



12 p.m. in Red Wing at Target Store parking lot just off Tyler Road on the north side of town



12:50 p.m. Arrive at the Capitol, get an update from LSP and discuss lobbying strategy.



1:30 p.m-3:00 p.m. Lobby Senators on the State and Local Government Committee and others.



3 p.m.- 5:30 p.m. Hearing on SF 786 in the Senate State and Local Government Committee in Room 123 of the Capitol.



6 p.m. Return home

Please pack a lunch, as no meal stops are planned. There is a cafeteria and vending machines at the Capitol.
More info on Senate File 786 as amended: The bill is authored by Sen. Schmit (DFL- Redwing) and co-authored by Sens. Sheran
(DFL- Mankato), Dahle (DFL- Northfield) and Sieben (DFL-Newport). Read the amended bill for yourself here: Senate File 786.


Establishes a moratorium on new or expanded frac sand mining, processing or transfer facilities until March 1, 2014.



GEIS conducted and an of ordering state agencies to adopt rules suggested by the GEIS. The bill directs that a Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) be completed by May 1, 2014. The GEIS must include recommendations on rule
changes to protect water resources, air quality, agricultural and tourism relate businesses, state and local bridges, and more.
State agencies are instructed to adopt the rule changes by March 1, 2015. All state and local permits that are issued after this
legislation passes must be modified to conform with the recommendations of the GEIS. This legislation assumes that agencies
have enough authority in current law already and only need updated rules. This may not be true. We would like more direct
language requiring MPCA permits to protect air and water quality.



Local governments are allowed to enact or extend their moratoriums until March 1, 2015, regardless of how long they
have had one in place.



Prohibition of frac sand mining on state lands.



Creation of a Southeastern Minnesota Silica Sand Board. The board is comprised of county commissioners from 18
counties.  The  board  would  create  a  “model  ordinance.” If counties and cities adopt this ordinance or one that is stricter, then
they  get  increased  taxing  authority  on  frac  sand  operations.  However,  there  is  no  guarantee  that  this  “model  ordinance”  will  
be adequate. The increased tax revenues, in fact, may create an incentive to allow more frac sand mining. LSP’s  initial  
assessment is that this is premature. We should instead focus on creating a strong state level pollution permit with a
moratorium in place until the creation of the permit is completed.



A state silica sand production tax is created.

More info on the frac sand issue:
LSP has called for state legislation that enacts:
1.

Strong state-level permitting requirements that work with local control. These state-level requirements would serve as a
floor and would be in addition to any local land use ordinances.

2.

A state moratorium in the impacted communities on any new frac sand facilities to allow time for creating state
requirements and to complete an in-depth study.

3.

An in-depth state study, such as a Generic Environmental Impact Statement. This study would help set state permitting
standards and analyze the potential impact of the industry.

4.

Taxes and permit fees on the industry that cover the costs of state regulation and damage to roads and bridges.

Corporate interests are pushing industrial-scale frac sand mining into rural Minnesota. The clock is ticking and the frac sand
industry wants to push into Minnesota full force before state permitting standards can be established. NOW is the time for the state to
act, not after the industry has polluted air and water and irreversibly harmed our rural communities. Regulating this large and new
industry has been primarily left to local governments.
What  is  “frac  sand?”  Frac sand, also called silica sand, is a very fine and round sand found throughout the Driftless Region of
Wisconsin and Minnesota. It is used in hydraulic fracturing for gas and oil. This is the process of extracting gas and oil by injecting a
highly  pressurized  “fracking”  fluid  containing  sand  and  chemicals  that  creates  new  channels  in  the  rock. The silica sand in western
Wisconsin and southeast Minnesota is the best in the world for this use because it is exceptionally hard and perfectly round. The
mining  and  processing  of  this  “frac  sand”  in  Wisconsin  has  been  devastating.  Recently  over  90  new mines have been established,
along with large processing and transportation facilities. Water and air have been polluted, rural communities devastated and
thousands of people negatively impacted. This industrial-scale silica sand mining is substantially different from the aggregate mining
that  has  long  taken  place  in  this  part  of  the  state.  The  frac  sand  industry  poses  a  real  threat  to  the  area’s  natural  resources, road and
bridge infrastructure, farming and tourism industry, and more.
The industry is pushing hard to get into Minnesota. Dozens of operations are being proposed in Minnesota, including what would
be the largest frac sand processing and loading facility in North America in St. Charles (Winona County), with at least six mines
within a 5-mile by 2-mile area. The first two of those mines alone would generate up to 1,200 truck trips a day and cover 120 acres to
start. In the city of Wabasha, a major frac sand transfer facility is being proposed that will mean hundreds of frac sand trucks coming
from Wisconsin and travelling through residential areas and past a nearby hospital. These facilities require no meaningful state-level
permits, only local land use permits. In Houston County, a frac sand mine owner refused to abide by the county moratorium and the
county was forced to take court action to get the mine to comply.
Frac sand mining threatens the health of the community and our air and water. Southeast  Minnesota’s  karst  region  is  extremely  
sensitive to groundwater pollution. Large-scale frac sand mining will require processing of the sand, which uses toxic chemicals. Frac

sand mining and processing release dangerous crystalline silica particles, known to contribute to silicosis, lung cancer and other
diseases. It is not known what level of exposure is safe. Hundreds of trucks hauling frac sand daily would also release carcinogenic
diesel exhaust into our air.
The industry has a track record of bullying rural communities and showing disregard for neighbors and the environment.
Read this front page account in the Minneapolis Star Tribune of how a large frac sand mine played one local government against
another in Wisconsin to get lax regulations: "Sand mine rules melt under pressure." There have already been two large spills at frac
sand mines in Wisconsin. (Both are owned and operated by Minnesota companies.) In both cases, the spills were reported by citizens,
not the companies. One was at a frac sand mine and processing facility located near Grantsburg, just 100 feet outside the St. Croix
National Scenic Riverway. For five days, massive amounts of silica sand and water flowed from a holding pond through a failed berm
and into an environmentally sensitive area that included a wetland, creek and the St. Croix River.
Online sources of good information on the frac sand industry:


Save the Hills Alliance. Information on how the industry has impacted Wisconsin, including information about health and
environmental impacts.



Save the Bluffs. Information about the frac sand issues in Goodhue County and about the industry in general.



SandPoint Times. Advocating solutions to protect southeast Minnesota from frac sand mining.



Learn More about the Previous Senate Hearings:



On February 26, the MN Senate Environment and Energy Committee heard continued testimony from
concerned citizens, city/township officials, and industry representatives. In the end the Sentate voted 8-4
in favor of Senator Matt Schmit's Bill (SF 786) including an amendment for a one-year statewide
moratorium on frac sand mining
For more information, and to watch full video coverage of the hearings click here


For more information on LSP's work related to this issue, contact LSP's Bobby King at 612-722-6377 or
bking@landstewardshipproject.org.

http://www.grandforksherald.com/event/article/id/256640/group/homepage/
*****************************************************************************
A great post by Sandra Steingraber.
Sandra Steingraber: Next 12 Steps to Stop Fracking in New York
http://ecowatch.org/2013/12-steps-stop-fracking-new-york/
Red  Wing’s  Mayor  in  Question  as  to  Conflict  of  Interest!
http://www.kare11.com/news/article/1009779/391/MN-mayors-new-frac-job-stirring-upcontroversy

There more on LEGALECTRIC about the Mayor and he has now stepped down from his
post!
http://legalectric.org/weblog/8559/

FRAC SAND: THE DUST HASN’T  SETTLED
http://www.winonadailynews.com/news/opinion/letters/article_c0707e52-6776-11e2-a1cb-001a4bcf887a.html

Sand plant in North Branch to monitor air quality
http://www.startribune.com/local/east/188944501.html

Please read "Sand storm heads toward Capitol" from Politics in
Minnesota:
http://politicsinminnesota.com/2013/02/sand-storm-heads-towardcapitol/
from www.minnpost.com
Earth Journal

Legislators get earful on frac sand; public can get crash course on
issues
Share on printShare on email
By Ron Meador | 02/22/13
from www.minnpost.com
Earth Journal

Frac sand train derails near Chetek, WI

http://www.wqow.com/story/20756360/2013/01/28/train-carrying-frac-sand-derails-in-chetek
THE CHETEK SPILL AS OBSERVED BY A MAN FROM NEW AUBURN!
Hi,
As many have heard there was a number of silica train cars that derailed in
the City of Chetek (north end). The cars "were loaded with silica sand" and
were observed being emptied onto trucks today (01/30/2013).
As I talk to numerous persons in the community there is an apparent smile
on many faces that this happened. Why, you may ask? The disrespect that
these sand mining companies have shown the citizens of the community having
bought much of the local government is one reason for concern. The other is
the continued problems with these trains blocking traffic without
respecting existing laws on the allowable time to block existing roadways
and not allowing traffic to cross roads after a reasonable waiting time.
However, what I have heard with this recent incident of Progressive Rail's
derailment of sand cars is that it will happen again. Why? Many in the
Chetek area that have to wait for this train to go by as they go to school
have observed the rails moving up and down as they wait for the train to go
by.

I have to ask myself; I have complained to the Federal Railroad Commission
and yet to this day nothing has been solved. So, would calling the FRRC on
this matter really matter?
You are right! But who does care? Is it because accidents like this "create
jobs." Fortunately no one was hurt in this incident but there was plenty of
dust around as each car was unloaded so it could be put back on the track
again! Did anyone from any agency observe these emissions and measure them?
So, be aware that there will be another derailment between Chetek and New
Auburn again in the near future. Who is responsible for the derailment?
What role do railroad and governmental officials play in making certain
derailments do not occur again? Someone’s  life  could  be  in  serious  
jeopardy.
You have my permission to share and pass this on to others.
Lenny Shier
New Auburn, WI

SAND MINE RULES MELT UNDER PRESSURE
http://www.startribune.com/local/east/189479651.html

Here is a link to a presentation attended in Caledonia last week. Dr. Wayne Feyereisn is an internal medicine specialist
and on his health concerns regarding silica frac sand. Please read. It is very informative.
http://www.sandpointtimes.com/Silica-Sand-Mining-and-Processing-Medical-Risks.htm

And yet another surprise from Madison....
http://watchdog.org/67474/economic-development-agency-that-lost-track-of-tens-of-millions-of-dollars-winsbig-in-wisconsin-mining-bill/

NATIONAL NEWS
Another story on how the Obama administration continues to block tightening of airborne silica workplace
exposure standards. (OMB is a White House agency that blocks regulations on behalf of industrial interests.
Obama didn't invent this practice but has done nothing to curtail it.)
http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2013/02/07/171182464/silica-rule-changes-delayed-while-workers-face-healthrisks
BARGES: HYDRAULIC FRACTURING WASTE WATER IS A THREAT!
www.desmogblog.com/2013/02/05/shale-industry-moves-ship-fracking-waste-barge-threatens-drinking-watersupplies
http://www.nbc4i.com/story/21078356/should-drilling-wastewater-betransported-on-barges
"In a time of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act"
-George Orwell

Listen to the People from Pennsylvania speak to New Yorkers
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLo1TDxDrIRYoULVjBDuyjcGOuSDz4fTg9
http://video.wcny.org/video/2331018776/
http://www.timesunion.com/local/article/New-anti-fracking-TV-spot-unveiled-4237597.php#src=fb
http://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/177325/anti-fracking-groups-rolls-out-tv-spot-with-pa-claims/

Hydro-Fracking Permits for Marcellus Shale Advance at Warp-Speed | OnEarth
Magazine
http://www.onearth.org/blog/hydro-frack-permits-marcellus-shale

Public invited to frac sand mining meeting Feb. 20
Decorah Journal
The meeting will inform people about the possible mining of sand used in the hydraulic fracturing
("fracing") process in search of natural gas and oil. The sand deposits in parts of Winneshiek County can be
used in places like Pennsylvania, Texas and ...
See all stories on this topic »

Moratorium Vote Held Off on Allamakee County Frac Sand Mining
KCRG
This issue has come up in Allamakee County after a property owner near New Albin expressed interest in
offering part of his acreage for use to mine silica sand. In Wisconsin and Minnesota, the mining of this
particular  sand,  commonly  called  “frac sand ...
See all stories on this topic »

Frac sand + air quality, tonight on Wisconsin Public Television
WisconsinWatch.org
Air pollution has been a top concern for some residents in frac sand mining areas, but the
science on the issue has been scarce. Tonight, Wisconsin Public Television's Frederica
Freyberg will talk with University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire public health ...
See all stories on this topic »

Wisco

Red Wing mayor lobbies for silica sand industry
Minnesota Public Radio
It's a group of companies with interests in silica sand mining — a quickly growing industry that is also creating controversy in a
number of cities and counties in southeastern Minnesota, including Red Wing. Egan is a long-time lobbyist at the State ...

Land Grab Cheats North Dakota Tribes Out of $1 Billion, Suits
Allege
Abrahm Lustgarten, News Report: The  rush  to  get  access  to  oil  on  tribal  lands  is  part  of  the  oil  industry’s  
larger push to secure drilling rights across the United States. Recent estimates show that the U.S. contains vast
quantities of oil and gas. As fracking has opened new fields to drilling, and the U.S. has striven to get more of its
energy from within its borders, leases from Louisiana to Pennsylvania have been gobbled up. Now the pressure is
increasing on one of the last sizeable holdouts — lands owned by Native Americans.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE

Frac Sand mining story
http://www.arktimes.com/arkansas/controversial-frac-sand-mining-comes-toarkansas/Content?oid=2638138&storyPage=1
-Cheree Franco
Associate Editor
Arkansas Times
201 East Markham, Suite 200
P.O. Box 34010
Little Rock, AR 72203-4010
501.375.2985 ext. 367 (phone)
501.375.3623 (fax)
arktimes.com
Hundreds Rally Telling Gov. Cuomo: 'Not One Fracking Well'
http://ecowatch.org/2013/gov-cuomo-not-one-fracking-well/

Groups Continue to Push for Transparency in Testing for Water Contamination from Fracking
http://ecowatch.org/2013/testing-water-fracking/
Visiting Pennsylvania's Destructive Fracking Footprint: Yoko Ono
http://ecowatch.org/2013/pa-fracking-footprint/
Blockade at PA Fracking Site Highlights Risks to Farms and Food
http://ecowatch.org/2013/pa-fracking-blockade/
PROTECTIONS FOR A FARMER IN OHIO? CHECK IT OUT.
www.ohiofarmpollutionpictures.com

Take a look at this article:
More Threats From Fracking: Radioactive Waste
A  total  of  23  companies  including  No.  1  Chesapeake  are  active  on  Ohio’s  Utica  shale
http://www.ohio.com/business/a-total-of-23-companies-including-no-1-chesapeake-are-activeon-ohio-s-utica-shale-1.366834
Longmont, Colorado: Fracking Testimonies
http://ourlongmont.org/videos/
Event focuses on dangers of fracking

http://thesouthern.com/news/local/communities/jackson/event-focuses-on-dangers-of-fracking/article_27569c248300-11e2-beb3-001a4bcf887a.html

Texas Study Points To A Longer Natural Gas Boom

by WADE GOODWYN
February 28, 2013 6:01 PM

Wonder who paid for this study? Also love that EDF is out there promoting this study, too.
http://www.npr.org/2013/02/28/173173548/texas-study-points-to-a-longer-natural-gas-boom
THE IMPACT OF HYDRAULIC FRACTURING ON ND AND THEIR MN FRIENDS:
If we think we, in MN, are only ones loosing valuable species and wild lands, read the backpacking cancellation
notice a friend of mine got from an outfitter/guide friend of his in Rapid City:
Norbeck Society Outings
Theodore Roosevelt National Park
~ backpacking the North Dakota Badlands ~
June 15-19
~ CANCELED ~

It is my sad duty to report that the North Unit, where we planned to backpack, has been so
adversely impacted by oil exploration in the area that I deem it unfit for our enjoyment. The reports
are that there is no place in the national park, including the wilderness area, where the sound of oil
wells pumping and Jake-brakes blatting can be escaped, that the night skies never darken due to
burning gas flares, and that a noxious chemical smell from a heavy gas fills the entire Little Missouri
River Valley at all times and is frequently noticeable even on the uplands.
Theodore Roosevelt National Park has been seminal in my life, I have spent over two months in its
backcountry; I feel as though I have lost a friend.
I cannot imagine a replacement for this outing.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Millions of Acres of Land -- Larger Than California and Florida
Combined -- Already Leased to Oil and Gas Industry
Amy Mall, News Report: According to a new NRDC analysis, at the end of 2011, seventy of the largest oil
and gas companies operating in the U.S. held leases covering at least 141 million net acres of American land—an
area greater than California and Florida combined. Given the sordid environmental history of oil and gas
development that has already occurred across the U.S., NRDC is extremely concerned about the additional harmful
environmental, health and safety impacts that oil and gas development of this magnitude will bring in the future.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE

Message from Mexico: U.S. is Polluting Water it May Someday
Need to Drink
Abrahm Lustgarten, News Report: Mexico City plans to draw drinking water from a mile-deep aquifer,
according to a report in the Los Angeles Times. The Mexican effort challenges a key tenet of U.S. clean water
policy: that water far underground can be intentionally polluted because it will never be used. U.S. environmental
regulators have long assumed that reservoirs located thousands of feet underground will be too expensive to tap. So
even as population increases, temperatures rise, and traditional water supplies dry up, American scientists and
policy-makers often exempt these deep aquifers from clean water protections and allow energy and mining
companies to inject pollutants directly into them.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE

Hundreds Rally Against Proposed Tar Sands Pipeline
Natural Resources Council of Maine, News Report: Yesterday, in the largest protest in the Northeast
against tar sands, hundreds of people from Maine, New England and Canada carried signs and marched across
Portland to rally at the Maine State Pier. The rally and march were held to oppose an emerging proposal to send dirty
tar sands oil through the 236-mile long, 62-year-old Exxon/Enbridge pipeline across Canada, Maine and New
England. Specifically, participants called on elected officials and the U.S. State Department to require a new
Presidential Permit application and full environmental review before the company could reverse the pipeline to carry
tar sands.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE

US  ‘Divestment’  Movement  Gaining  Momentum
Carey L. Biron, News Report: A months-old national campaign to convince U.S. colleges, universities and
city  governments  to  withdraw  investments  from  the  world’s  largest  oil  and  gas  companies  has  seen  some  
notable initial successes. On Tuesday, a city  supervisor  in  San  Francisco  introduced  resolutions  calling  on  the  city’s  
retirement  fund  to  “divest”  all  money  it  has  in  fossil  fuel  companies  and  gun  manufacturers.  That  followed  a  
significant  recent  decision  by  the  city  of  Seattle’s  $2  billion  retirement fund to actively shed its stocks in companies
that contribute to climate change.
READ | DISCUSS | SHARE

TAR Sand Photos
The photos at this link may give you some idea of the massive nature of this undertaking. The following
comments are from the original sender.
If  you  aren’t  totally  familiar  with  how  the  Alberta  Oil  sands  work,  you  will  find  this  extremely  interesting. If
you  have  never  seen  it,  you  can’t  begin  to  fathom  the  scope of the entire undertaking. Price determines the
desire to search for the liquid gold. Young people flock here for the often quick profits and work seasonal shifts.
I guess, what they are trying to say is that what they are doing is not all bad.
http://www.businessinsider.com/photos-destructive-canada-oil-sands-2012-10?op=1

Egypt: Fracking Possibly Responsible for Flooding in Upper Egyptian Village
www.egyptindependent.com/news/fracking-responsible-flooding-upper-egyptian-village

OTHER NEWS
Air Quality Issues:Health Impact
The health impacts of coarse particulate matter - California Air ...
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat
Soil. Dust. Silica. Salts. Pollen. Tire Rubber. Coarse. Fine. Combustion Products ... diameter and are comprised
of particles such as dust, sand, and nonexhaust ...
www.arb.ca.gov
Be sure that you are very familiar with all of the materials developed by Dr. Theo Colborn's organization,
The Endocrine Disruption Exchange, www.endocrinedisruption.com. The work they do in studying chemicals
focuses primarily on low level doses, which is critical for pregnant women, the fetus, and small children.
Here is a peer reviewed study, An Exploratory Study of Air Quality near Natural Gas Operations,
you should check out on page 10. This is a recent study dated
11-9-12. http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/files/HERA12-137NGAirQualityManuscriptforwebwithfigures.pdf
Another earlier report from 11-5-11, Natural Gas Operations from a Public Health Perspective, is much more
comprehensive. http://cce.cornell.edu/EnergyClimateChange/NaturalGasDev/Documents/PDFs/fracking
%20chemicals%20from%20a%20public%20health%20perspective.pdf In quickly scanning it, I see
two places that pertain to children: Heading - An Unexpected Side Effect: Air Pollution page 1042
and a second place under Discussion page 1049.
If you wish to reach specific individuals at TEDX, I will be happy to refer you to individuals working specifically
on this. Also I highly recommend that you watch the recent TEDx talk given by Dr. Colborn. (It is merely
a coincidence that Dr. Colborn's company name and the group who do short videos on big ideas are the same
letters but not connected.) Please watch:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r2Rx8VRq48&list=SPsRNoUx8w3rN4l7h9HzGwXlDuUKWqb-eS&index=10
www.arb.ca.gov/research/health/healthup/jan07.pdf
clipped from Google - 1/2013
http://www.arb.ca.gov/db/search/search_result.htm?cx=006180681887686055858%3Abew1c4wl8hc&cof=FOR
ID%3A11&q=silica+sand+particulates&sa=ARB+Search&siteurl=www.arb.ca.gov%2Fdb%2Fsearch%2Fsearc
h_result.htm%3Fq%3Dparticulate%2Bsize%26submit.x%3D0%26submit.y%3D0%26which%3Darb_google%
26cx%3D006180681887686055858%253Abew1c4wl8hc%26srch_words%3D%26cof%3DFORID%253A11&r
ef=www.arb.ca.gov%2Fhomepage.htm&ss=8469j5061231j27
Fracking Takes Its Toll on Heathcare in North Dakota

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/28/us/boom-in-north-dakota-weighs-heavily-onhealth-care.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1&emc=eta1&
Pennsylvania Gas Drilling Changing Lives
http://www.mycenturylink.com/news/read.php?rip_id=%3CDA42K6KO2%40news.ap.org%3E&ps
=1011&page=2
FROM THE FRONTLINES
The "From The Frontlines" series features stories and testimonials from people in the gas fields of PA,
WV and Ohio..If you live near shale, hydrofracking is coming to your town or city...it will split your

community.
http://www.youtube.com/user/urbandisasterrecords?feature=watch
Fracking, fertilizer and big farming
http://www.motherjones.com/tom-philpott/2013/01/foodfracking-connection-youve-never-thought-about

And on another but similar issue which merits discussion:
Pat---Thought you and your Frac Sand Sentinel readers would find this useful. I do have some concerns about
introducing the whole iron mining/Mining Bill issue into the midst of the sand mining struggle, but the tactics
used and the policies and politics of the two issues are very much linked together. Knowing the history of the
Flambeau Mine struggle and following the unfolding development of the current north woods iron mine
controversy can only help inform and strengthen our opposition to sand mining. As long as we're careful to
avoid confusing the two, to acknowledge the distinctions, we can use some of the same arguments without
discrediting ourselves. For example, though the "ore" is different, and therefore the environmental risks are
very different, the overblown "jobs" promises are very much the same, the sales pitches are the same. The
destruction of the landscape and of the fabric of our communities is the same. There are many parallels.
Knowing Laura and the thoroughness with which she has examined the copper mining at Ladysmith (and at
other sites in the US and Canada, as well as the defeated proposal at Crandon a dozen years ago) I am confident
that this web site will prove to be a valuable resource for those of us opposing the wholesale sell-out of Wis. to
corporate mining companies, be they seeking copper, iron, gold or sand.
Note in particular the last 2 paragraphs of her e-mail-----the info on the real story about the so-called economic
boom and the "jobs-jobs-jobs" promises at Ladysmith in Rusk County. There may be data here that would
prove useful to us.
After you've had time to review this website for its relevance to our sand mining situation perhaps you would
put a link to it in your newsletter and/or on website.
Jackson County Citizen Voices (JCCV)
------------ Forwarded message -----------From: Laura Gauger <kettu2010@callta.com>
Date: Jan 24, 2013
Subject: Flambeau Mine Exposed_New Website
To: Laura Gauger <kettu2010@callta.com>
Hello,
I would like to announce the unveiling of a new website providing both historic and current information
about the Flambeau Mine near  Ladysmith,  Wisconsin.  It’s  called  “Flambeau  Mine  Exposed.” Here is the link:
http://flambeaumineexposed.wordpress.com/
The fully-referenced website includes links to:
1. Flambeau Mine process documents (e.g., 1989 Flambeau Mine Permit Application, 1990 Flambeau Mine
Environmental  Impact  Statement,  1991  Flambeau  Mine  Permit  …)
2. Flambeau  Mine  work  plans  (e.g.,  1996  and  1997  Backfill  Plans,  2012  Infiltration  Basin  Plan  …)
3. Flambeau Mine environmental monitoring reports (groundwater and surface water)

4. Documents drafted by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (e.g., Surface Water Quality
Assessment of the Flambeau Mine Site, April 2012)
5. Legal Briefs (e.g., 2012 Clean Water Act case waged in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Wisconsin that found Flambeau Mining Company (FMC) to be in violation of the Clean Water Act on numerous
counts (currently under appeal); 2009 threatened lawsuit in State of Wisconsin Circuit Court over ongoing
surface  water  and  groundwater  pollution  at  the  Flambeau  Mine  site;  May  2007  contested  case  over  FMC’s  
application for a Certificate of Completion for mine reclamation …)
6. Expert reports drafted by scientific consultants (e.g., Report on Groundwater and Surface Water
Contamination at the Flambeau Mine, David M Chambers, Ph.D. and Kendra Zamzow, Ph.D., Center for Science
in Public Participation, June 5, 2009; Flambeau River Monitoring at the Flambeau Mine, Rusk County,
Wisconsin (Sediments, Macroinvertebrates, Crayfish and Walleye),  Dr.  Ken  Parejko,  April  2009  …)  
7. Financial data showing unemployment rates, per capita incomes and poverty levels in Rusk County, WI (the
location of the Flambeau Mine) before, during and after mine operation
8. Graphs showing the extent of groundwater pollution in select monitoring wells at the Flambeau Mine site
9. The website also contain links to news articles about  the  Flambeau  Mine,  such  as  the  following  expose’  about  
the economics of the Flambeau Mine that was recently published by Wisconsin Citizens Media Cooperative:
http://wcmcoop.com/2013/01/11/flambeau-mine-a-model-mine-no-more/

Please see this excellent account of the public hearing on the
controversial  mining  deregulation  bill  in  Wisconsin.  It’s  by
seasoned reporter Rebecca Kemble of Wisconsin Citizens Media
Cooperative: http://wcmcoop.com/2013/01/24/the-million-dollar-bill/
Thank you,
Laura Gauger

Laura Gauger
Duluth, MN 55805
Be sure to take a look at WIvoices.org's interview with Bad River Tribal Chairman Mike Wiggin's Jr. It is a
multi-media, in-depth interview/videos shot in the field on the Bad River reservation. Wiggins articulates
the science, water, tourism, and tribal-based perspectives about mining in the Penokees.
The Bad River tribal website is currently featuring this interview as their top mining link.
http://www.wivoices.org/2012/08/14/absence-of-science-on-mining-legislation-wiggins-says/
The mining bill is up for vote in early March and there have been some outstanding videos and other references
produced since I received the above information. Please check them out and follow the news each day about the
mining bill. Write to your legislators expressing your views!

This is a quotation from Tom Tiffany, one of SB1's "authors": "the judge needs to know it was the
Legislature’s  intent  to  allow  adverse  (environmental)  impacts.  That  way,  a  judge  can’t  find  fault  if  the  
environment  is  impacted.”
And:

"It specifically changes the wording of  existing  state  permitting  law  from  “significant  adverse  
affects (to wetlands) are presumed to be unnecessary”  to  “significant  adverse  affects  are  
presumed to be necessary.”
Read more: http://host.madison.com/news/local/writers/jessica_vanegeren/mining-bill-author-admits-it-will-cause-environmentalharm/article_c9679d4a-8299-11e2-b886-0019bb2963f4.html#ixzz2MQ1LMk95
Read more: http://host.madison.com/news/local/writers/jessica_vanegeren/mining-bill-author-admits-it-will-cause-environmentalharm/article_c9679d4a-8299-11e2-b886-0019bb2963f4.html#ixzz2MQ0BSs1U

***************************************
Dumping of Toxic Fracking Wastewater Reaffirms Natural Gas Industry Free-for-All in Ohio
http://ecowatch.org/2013/dumping-fracking-wastewater/
Here are two faith-based posts you might find helpful:
Faith-Based Community Calls Out Public Radio on Participation in Fracking Summit
http://ecowatch.org/2013/public-radio-fracking-summit/
Faith Leaders Speak Out on Fracking New York
http://ecowatch.org/2013/faith-and-fracking-ny/
FEB 1, 2013 interview of Dr. Crispin Pierce on WI Public TV: http://www.wpt5.org/Here_and_Now/new-studyexamines-quality-air-mining-sites
Jan. 31, 2013. Maybe the beer issue will be a concern of some.
http://rockcenter.nbcnews.com/?videoDate=20130131
Rock Center: Aired on January 31, 2013
World-class brewery fears fracking will ruin product
In Cooperstown, N.Y., the CEO of beer maker of Ommegang Brewery, Simon Thorpe, is proud of
what his company brews, but is concerned that fracking will ruin his pitch perfect
ingredient: water.

IS IT BRINE? OR IS IT REALLY TOXIC HYDRAULIC FRACTURING FLUID
http://tribtoday.com/page/content.detail/id/583026/Fri--6-52pm--Brine-cleanup-to-go-into-nextweek.html?nav=5192
IN A FIRST, MINNESOTA ASKS WINONA COUNTY TO ASSESS RISKS FOR FRAC SAND
http://www.startribune.com/local/190313011.html

STATE OF MINNESOTA : EIS FOR WINONA COUNTY SAND MINES
http://www.winonadailynews.com/news/article_c0bdd9d6-71a3-11e2-90d4-0019bb2963f4.html

FROM A FRIEND: I have the latest The Municipality (Leaque of Wisconsin Municipality
publication) and saw some interesting items.

February 2013, Volume 108, Number 2
Page 53; OUTDOOR WOOD BOILERS: GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
The Wisconsin Department of Health Services has a section of its website
devoted to the health issues related to wood boilers. Public health hazards
can result from excessive smoke produced when outdoor wood boilers are
improperly placed and operated.
Website: www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/eh/hlthhaz/fs/water-stoves.htm
......Funny that they spend time on this in the publication but what about
the growing concern with silica mining in WI by this department? With the
ongoing issues and lack of enforcement by our government officials at all
levels, I wonder if this department is doing anything about the growing
silica issue? Well worry about a damn wood boiler but ignore the silica issue
that so many have issue with.
Page 61 in the Professional Services. There is a add on Tired of those Annoying
Train Horns? POC is Quiet Zone Consulting, N60 W22995 Silver Springs Dr.,
Sussex, WI 53089. Phone: 262-246-4300 Wedsite:
http://www.quietzoneconsulting.com/
*******************************************

SINKHOLES OF INVESTMENT: FROM ANOTHER CONCERNED CITIZEN!
SINKHOLES OF INVESTMENT – that is how the investment in fracking is portrayed in this article, and I
would say we can extrapolate that to frac sand mining. Despite the fact that we get less and less back in return
from the investments of $$$, water, and resources, in terms of usable energy, despite the destruction of water
and air resources.........investors will keep pouring money into  the  sinkhole,  until  they  CAN’T. When that stops,
what are we left with? I think this explains why investors will pour hard earned money into these wild energy
schemes and less and less will go to public services, infrastructure, etc. Timing is what is so hard to anticipate.
Tiny signs are already present that investors are pulling back from fracking/mining projects, but who knows
when it stops? Of course then we face a whole new set of predicaments.
Too hard to copy all the charts and graphs and the whole article, but here is the part on fracking....
http://ourfiniteworld.com/2013/02/08/our-investment-sinkhole-problem/#more-37744
As noted above, the easy-to-extract oil and gas was extracted first. New development is increasingly
occurring in expensive-to-extract locations, such as deep water, Canadian oil sands, Arctic oil, and
“tight  oil”  that  requires  fracking  to  extract.  This  oil  requires  more  energy to produce, and more input
of other sorts, such as water for fracking. Because of rising costs, the price of oil has tripled in the last
10 years.

Here's a number of Tweets I posted today regarding my latest
findings on Fracking
of which the most shocking being that NY's already a giant
Fracking dump site and
the Fracking waste is loaded with Radium 226 & Radon!
Radiation & Radon poisoning caused by Hydraulic Fracturing: youtube.com/watch?v=dEB_Ww
http://www.

PA Drilling Waste Disposal in NYS, 2011-12: arcgis.com/home/webmap/vi
http://www.

e-uBM&featur e= youtu.be

ewer.html?webmap=8bd41c 4a84e446269b8e4b136aa5b633&extent=-80.1163,40.969,-74.0739,43.6972

…

…

"Pennsylvania's dumping tons of Frack waste in NY!" Frack Dumps in New York
State blog.shaleshockmedia.org/2013/02/05/fra …
http://

ck-dumps-in-new- yor k-state/

Fracksylvania Dumps Its Waste (& HOW MUCH!) blog.shaleshockmedia.org/2012/11/21/whe
http://

re-fracks yl vania- dumps-its- waste/

…

Cuomo's Fracking Process in Serious Trouble
Watch the Hearing Video! New York!
http://ecowatch.org/2013/cuomos-fracking-process/

Two articles worth reading:
Two Texas brothers who became billionaires from fracking were top donors to Montana politics - interesting
details re land buying spree
http://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/article_f8c249ae-7395-11e2-b1180019bb2963f4.html#.URfjl73yXbA.twitter
"Gassed in Pennsylvania" - this piece is getting a lot of buzz on twitter, because it's very, very good.
http://gawker.com/5983032/gassed-in-pennsylvania-green-jobs-black-men-and-the-dirty-hope-of-fracking
This issue of the FRAC SAND SENTINEL is very long. I apologize! This past month and one-half have been
very busy! Please feel free to pass the information onto others, share ideas, and contribute any personal stories
you would like to share. Feel free to check out the website at www.ccc-wis.com, make a statement, or ask that
additional information be added. The FRAC SAND SENTINEL is posted on that site so if you need to go back
to an old edition, you will find it there.

Welcome to the Frac Sand Sentinel, a newsletter highlighting resource links, news media accounts, blog posts,
correspondence, observations and opinions gathered regarding local actions on, and impacts of, the developing frac
sand mining and processing industries.
The content of this newsletter is for informational purposes only. The editor of the Frac Sand Times does not accept any
responsibility or liability for the use or misuse of the content of this newsletter or reliance by any persons on the
newsletters contents.
You are receiving this newsletter because you have expressed an interest in this information. We don't sell or loan your
e-mail address to anyone. You can subscribe for, or unsubscribe from, the newsletter at any time by emailing the sender
at sunnyday5@charter.net, noting your request.

